A locally integrable function is said to be of vanishing mean oscillation (VMO) if its mean oscillation over cubes in R^ converges to zero with the volume of the cubes. We establish necessary and sufficient conditions for a locally integrable function defined on a bounded measurable set of positive measure to be the restriction to that set of a VMO function.
1. Introduction. Let F be a locally integrable function on R^ and let Q be a cube in R^ with sides parallel to the axes. (We denote the set of all such cubes in R^ by #'.) We denote the Lebesgue measure of Q by \Q\ and the length of Q by l(Q). We denote the average of F on Q by FQ; that is FQ = TL f Q F dt. We say F is of bounded mean oscillation (abbreviated BMO^) or simply BMO) if (1.1) sup ^7 / \F-F Q \<oo.
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We denote this supremum by ||i<Ί|*. || ||* defines a norm on BMO and BMO is a Banach space with respect to this norm. ( We identify functions which differ by a constant.) If in (1.1) we restrict the cubes to be dyadic we obtain the space dyadic-BMO and we denote the corresponding norm by || H*^. (By a dyadic cube we mean a cube of the form Q = {kj < Xj < (kj + 1)2-*; I < j < d} where n and kj, 1 < j < d, are integers.) We will denote the set of dyadic cubes of length 2~~n by D n and Q o will denote the dyadic unit cube. The function space BMO was introduced in 1961 by John and Nirenberg [7] who proved the following fundamental theorem: (This result and other basic results on BMO can be found in [4] and [12] .)
A closed subspace of BMO that we will be mainly concerned with, is the space of functions of vanishing mean oscillation (VMO) which was introduced by Sarason in [11] and is defined as: If E is a Lebesgue measurable subset of R^ of positive measure (throughout we will always assume E has positive measure), we can ask for necessary and sufficient conditions for a locally integrable function defined on E to be the restriction to E of a function in BMO(R^). This characterization was given by Wolff [15] and is based upon a technique due to Rubio de Francia [10] which generalizes Jones' factorization theorem for ^-weights [8] . The main result of this paper is to obtain a similar characterization for VMO functions and this is the content of the following theorem: The proof of this theorem consists of two parts. In the first part we obtain a dyadic-VMO extension of /. We then obtain a dyadic-VMO extension for each translation of / and E and the second part of the proof consists of averaging these extensions to obtain a VMO extension of /.
EXTENSION THEOREMS FOR VMO
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Throughout C will denote a positive constant which will be independent of the variables in the equation in which it occurs but which may be different at each occurrence. DEFINITION. Let 1 < p < oo and let w e A P (E 9 $). We say w satisfies a reverse Holder inequality if there exists ε > 0 such that REMARK. If w e A p then u> satisfies a reverse Holder inequality with ε depending on p and supremum in (2.1). This fact may be deduced from (2.1) by a repeated application of a Calderon-Zygmund stopping time argument. See [1] , [9] .
Preliminary
The next theorem is a variation of a theorem of Muckenhoupt [9] . The proof is the same and so will be omitted. 
By a theorem of Rubio de Francia [10] , (2.2) and (2.3) imply that there exist w\, wι € A\(E,$) such that w = W\w\~p. We summarize what we need from the above in the following corollary. COROLLARY 
If w e A2{E,$) and w satisfies a reverse Holder inequality then there exist W\, W2^L A2(E,$) such that w =
We are now in a position to give the BMO extension theorem of Wolff [15] . We give the proof as it provides one of the basic steps needed in proving Theorem I.
Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) are straightforward and the implication (1) =* (3) is similar to the proof of (1) => (2) in Theorem I which we give in §3.
(2) => (1): (2) 
Define F = \ {log^ + 2\o%{W x jW 2 )). Then F = / a.e. on E and by Proposition 2.1 (ii) and (iii), F e BMO(R^). D Finally we prove 2 lemmas which are needed in the next section. The first is a variation of the theorem of Coifman and Rochberg mentioned above while the second is based on Lemma 2.2 in [5] . For Qe$ with /(β) > ^, (2.4) follows by integrating the weak-type estimate for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. LEMMA 
Let E be a measurable subset of the unit cube β 0 with
0 < \E\ < 1. Then ifθ<β< logl/|£|, 3H e dyadic-VMO(β 0 ), \\H\U,d < C such that: (1) 0<H< β,supp(H) CQ 0 , H = β on E,(2)
P
roof. This is a version of Lemma 2.2 in [5] where H is constructed in BMO(βo) satisfying (1) For each j we now construct a sequence of generation {G^}fl zl as follows:
(1 
Proof of Theorem I.
If Q is a cube and r > 0 we will denote by rQ the cube with the same center as Q and of length rl(Q).
Without loss of generality we will assume E is contained in ŵ here Qo is the unit cube in R^. and note that in order to extend / it suffices to extend each of the functions fo, f nk+ι -f nk , k > 0. These functions are constant at every point of E which belong to the same small dyadic cube and so we would like to extend each of these functions to dyadic-BMO functions which are constant on small dyadic cubes and in particular will therefore be in dyadic-VMO. To do this we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.2; that is, we first show (in Lemma 3.1) that and and satisfy a reverse Holder inequality. We then factor and extend these weights using a truncated dyadic maximal function instead of the full dyadic maximal function. We do this to ensure that thê i(£2o>3i)-we ights we obtain using Lemma 2.1 (that is, the weights W\ 9 W 2 in the notation of Theorem 2.2) will be constant on small dyadic cubes. The difficulty that now arises is that we cannot conclude as in Theorem 2.2 that the quotient of each factored A\(E,$ k )-weight with the corresponding truncated maximal function is uniformly bounded on E. To accommodate this possibly large quotient into an appropriate VMO function we will appeal to Lemma 2.2. We proceed with the dyadic extension: 
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We note that if j = 0, (3.2) holds for all Q e do and for all λ < λ 0 . Now (3.2) implies that for all Q e £/+i, l(Q) < 2~nJ and for all λ < λj Furthermore, since the Aι(E,$ k )-weights and the maximal function m k (') are constant at every point of E which belong to the same dyadic cube of length 2~n k , the proof of Corollary 2.1 given in [2] shows that the same is true for the A\(E,$ k )-weights u k and v k . Now for each k = 0,1,2,... and for each x e R d we define
Then, for all x eE, 
l(Q)>l(Qύ M JQ
We now define
It is easy to check H k e dyadic-VMO(Q 0 ) with \\H k \\* 4 < C and
This implies 3R k (x) e Loo(R d ) with | | JR^-lloo < C and which is constant on dyadic cubes of length 2~" k and satisfies REMARKS.
(1) The idea of averaging dyadic-BMO comes from [6] where the BMO version of Lemma 3.2 is stated (and proved implicitly). Our argument is different to that used in [6] and the simpler BMO version of our argument can be used to provide an easy proof of the theorem in [6] .
(2) Let BMO(/?) denote the space of those VMO functions whose mean oscillation over any cube is O(p(l(Q))) where p is a positive, non-decreasing function with p(0+) = 0. In the case when each fl a ) belongs to BMO(p), Lemma 3.2 may be deduced from the results in §3 of [13] ; the conclusion in this case being that / e BMO(/>) where
The argument in [13] is a version of the averaging argument in [6] . The proof below can be easily modified to obtain this result. Since there are at most a fixed number of such cubes we have
Cε if a G SQ, Proof. 
